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IntroductIon Embryonic fibroblasts from a PKD mouse model have been reported to produce higher than normal 
levels of lactate when cultured in O₂. Lactate production by cells grown in O₂ is associated with 
Warburg metabolism, the metabolism found in most types of cancers, but not common in normal 
tissues. If PKD and cancer share a unique type of metabolism that differs from that used by normal 
tissues, then we can predict parallels for what controls Warburg metabolism in PKD. That control 
point is thought to be the regulation of M₂ pyruvate kinase (M₂PYK). However, M₂PYK is expressed 
in normal kidney tissue. Therefore, some aspect of M₂PYK regulation, besides the fact that it is 
expressed, must dictate Warburg metabolism. Here, we initiate a study to evaluate if posttranslational 
modifications (PTMs) of M₂PYK contribute to controlling Warburg metabolism in PKD.

Methods Our experimental design is based on 3 considerations. 1) The PKD cyst might alter O₂ availability in 
the kidney, an outcome that could indirectly alter PTMs on M₂PYK (i.e., altered PTM due to change 
in O₂, not due to PKD). Therefore, we will evaluate the PTM status of M₂PYK using cells grown in 
culture under controlled O₂ environments. 2) PKD cell lines do not accurately recapitulate many 
features of the PKD disease, thus we will use primary kidney cells isolated from mice. 3) Many PTMs 
are chemically labile, which complicates detection. Therefore, we generated a new mouse line with 
a triple FLAG/StreptII tag on the N-terminus of M₂PYK that will allow rapid and gentle extraction of 
M₂PYK out of primary kidney cells grown in culture.

results The tagged-M₂PYK mouse line has been generated in the SV129 background. We also have 
three founder chimeric C57BL/6 mice made with the tagged-M₂PYK gene (awaiting germline 
confirmation). The tagged-M₂PYK mouse will now being crossed with PKD mouse lines.

conclusIons At the heart of this study is the need to develop an experimental design that will most reliably provide 
insights into the regulation of M₂PYK as the controller of Warburg metabolism. We have now created 
the required mouse model and are advancing the project forward.


